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To investigate the fracture process and failure mechanism of concrete subjected to uniaxial compressive loading, a new finite
element method—the base force element method (BFEM)—was adopted in the modeling of numerical simulation. At mesoscale,
concrete is considered as a three-phase heterogeneous material composed of aggregate particles, cement mortar, and the in-
terfacial transition zones between the two phases. A two-dimensional random convex aggregate model was established using the
principle of the area equivalence method. A multistage linear damage constitutive model that can describe nonlinear behavior of
concrete under mechanical stress was proposed. *e mechanical properties of concrete mesoscopic components are determined.
*e numerical simulation results indicate that the base force element method can be applied to predict the failure pattern of
concrete under compressive loading, which have a good accordance with the available experiment data. *e stress contour plots
were given and used to analyze the failure mechanism of concrete.*e effects of specimen size on the strength of concrete material
were studied. It is found that compressive strength of concrete decreases as the specimen size increases. In addition, the influences
of aggregate distribution, coarse aggregate content, and end friction on concrete performance are explored.

1. Introduction

*e usage of the concrete is increasing with the development
of modern civil engineering. As the most widely used con-
struction materials, the researches on the macromechanical
properties and the strength for concrete materials of concrete
material has important theoretical significance for the re-
liability in designing concrete structures, especially for the
complex structures. It is found that the failure behavior of
concrete is complex even under normal loading conditions. In
macrolevel, it is hard and incomprehensive to describe the
mechanical properties and failure mechanism of concrete
material due to the limitations of the laboratory experiment,
time-consumption, and environmental factors of the test.

Wittmann et al. [1] Schlangen and vanMier [2] are those
of the early scholars to study the mechanical properties of
concrete from themicroscopic level using numerical analysis
methods. *e use of numerical analysis methods to study
concrete is also known as “numerical concrete.” Until now,
advanced mesoscopic mechanics analysis theory and

computer technology efforts contribute to explore the nu-
merical simulation of damage process and the influence on
material damage in concrete with the finite element method.
In mesoscopic structure, concrete is a complex heteroge-
neous composite material, whose fracture pattern and the
macroscopic mechanical nonlinear behavior can be attributed
to the properties and mix proportion of internal mesoscopic
composition, such as aggregate particles distribution, aggre-
gate particles size, aggregate particles shape, cement mortar
properties, interfacial properties, and microcrack [3]. *at is
to say, the obviously random characteristics of macroscopic
mechanical properties were reflected entirely by the global
strength and stress-strain full curve which are mainly caused
by its internal mesoscopic heterogeneity and randomness of
concrete materials.

*ere is an obvious size effect phenomenon that the
larger dimension structures more likely fail at relatively
smaller loading.*is phenomenon in quasi-brittle structures
is related to a transition from ductile behavior of small
specimens to a totally brittle response of large ones [4, 5].
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Also, the study of size effect has been observed in [6–8]. *e
behavior of size effect has been widely accepted which is
contributed by the effect of internal materials, and some
were based on the principles of fracture mechanics [9–11].
Fracture mechanics was first employed in the study of
fracture mechanism in concrete materials [12], and a large
amount of classical cracking models was established, such as
two parameter fracture model [13], virtual fracture model
[14], and equivalent fracture model. Nevertheless, without
take into account the existence of microcracks that is the
main reason for formation and propagation of cracks and
also eventual failure of concrete [9, 15], the mechanical
properties and fracture mechanism of concrete was difficult
to reasonably predict using fracture mechanics theory.

*erefore, the microscopic damage mechanics theory
was proposed to make up the limitation of the fracture
mechanics concept which neglected the process before
macrocracks appeared (i.e., microcracks and microdefects).
Accordingly, numerous researches have focused on simu-
lating the damage process of concrete considering its
mesoscopic composition characteristics. Typically, the lat-
tice model [16], the micromechanical model [17], the ran-
dom aggregate model [18], and the mesoelement equivalent
model [19]. Varieties of numerical models of mesoscopic
mechanics were developed from two dimension to three
dimension which made significant progress in ensuring the
accuracy of numerical simulation [20, 21].

*e concept of damage variable was proposed because of
the rise of damage mechanics theory and was combined with
continuum mechanics in the effort of [22] to describe the
continuous change of material damage, especially the strain
softening characteristic. As one of the essential issues of
continuous damage mechanics, the damage constitutive
relation of material has been studied, which includes elastic
damage, plastic damage, and elastoplastic damage. In the
previous work, concrete is the quasi-brittle material that had
no obvious irreversible deformation after external stress.*e
investigations [23–25] have indicated that the failure be-
havior of concrete subjected to uniaxial loading was able to
be described by the elastic damage constitutive model
considering the influence of damage on stiffness because of
the brittle characteristics.

So far, the technology of concrete aggregate placement is
the most concerned in numerical simulation on the mes-
ostructure. In order to simplify the calculation, a single
aggregate model was proposed [26] to analyze the damage of
concrete under uniaxial compression loading. It was found
that aggregate-mortar interface is the weakest link and main
reason of inelasticity. Buyukozturk [27] developed the nine
circular aggregates model to study the strength and failure
mechanism of concrete with the loadings of uniaxial and
biaxial compressions. Considering the influence of aggregate
distribution on the complex performance of concrete, sev-
eral efforts have been made in consistent with the actual
concrete in the statistical sense. Bazant et al. [28] used the
random circle particle model that can describe realistically
the localization and propagation of cracks which agreed with
experiments. In addition, they [29, 30] had published a
number of papers in recent years on comparisons between

Bazant size effect model (SEM) and Hu-Duan boundary
effect model (BEM) for quasi-brittle fracture of concrete. Hu
et al. [31, 32] introduced the maximum aggregate size into
BEM, established the corresponding prediction equations,
and analyzed and compared the essential difference and
application function of SEM and BEM. Based on this, they
explained the internal mechanism of structural damage size
effect.

However, few researches have focused on that the ag-
gregate shape may also affect the properties of concrete.
Wittmann et al. [1] presented the random distributed ge-
ometry of the natural aggregates model including round and
polygon to investigate the effective properties, e.g., the
diffusion coefficient and themodulus of elasticity of concrete
material.*emethods for generating polygon or polyhedron
aggregate can be concluded as two types: one was generated
new vertices and surfaces from the surroundings of a convex
matrix until the requirement was satisfied [18, 33, 34] and
the other was using a Delaunay triangulation which divided
the available space into separate areas.

In recent years, a new type of finite element method, the
base force element method (BFEM), has been developed by
Peng and Liu [37] based on the concept of the base forces by
Gao [38].*ismethod takes the base force vector (first-order
tensor) as an unknown basic quantity, and it has many
advantages. For example, it has concise and integral explicit
finite element formulation without numerical integration.
Moreover, the programming is simple, and the calculation
accuracy is high. Furthermore, the base force element
method (BFEM) on potential energy principle was used to
analyze recycled aggregate concrete on mesoscale [39].

In this paper, the base force element method (BFEM) is
applied to investigate the failure pattern of common
concrete with polygon aggregate subjected to uniaxial
compressive loading in two dimensions. In mesostructure,
concrete is assumed as a three-phase composite material
taking its heterogeneous into account. To generate random
convex polygonal aggregates on the basis of circle aggre-
gates, correspondingly, according to the Monte Carlo
principle, the mechanical properties of mesostructure for
concrete were assumed to obey the Weibull distribution.
An elastic damage constitutive model is adopted with the
nonlinear behavior analysis of concrete material. *e good
relation with available test data confirms the accuracy and
feasibility of the present mesoscopic simulation approach.
A series of concrete specimens with different sizes, different
aggregate distributions, different aggregate contents, and
different end frictions are designed to analyze failure
mechanism and the mechanical behavior of concrete from
mesolevel.

2. Theory of Base Force Element

*e concept of base forces was proposed by Gao [38]. *e
base forces are used to replace various stress tensors for the
description of the stress state at a point.*ese base forces can
be directly obtained from the strain energy. By means of the
base forces, the equilibrium equation, boundary condition,
and elastic law are written in very simple forms. For large
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deformation problems, the derivation of basic formulae was
simplified.

*e base force element method (BFEM) on comple-
mentary energy principle uses the base forces as funda-
mental variables to establish control equations of the novel
finite element method. In the literature [38], Gao gave an
new idea of deriving compliance matrix of an arbitrary
polyhedron element. Peng and Liu [37] gave an explicit
expression of the compliance matrix and derived governing
equations of the BFEM on complimentary energy principle
using the Lagrange multiplier method. *e new finite ele-
ment method based on the concept of base forces was called
as the base force element method by Peng and Liu [37].

*e BFEM on potential energy principle uses the dis-
placement gradients ui which are the conjugate variables of
base forces Ti to establish control equations of the new finite
element method. Peng and Liu [37] derived governing
equations of the BFEM on potential energy principle using
Gao’s thought for a triangular element as shown in Figure 1.
*e stiffness matrix of a base force element [39] can be
obtained as

KIJ
�

E

2A(1 + ])

2]
1− 2]

mI ⊗mJ
+ mIJU + mJ ⊗mI

 ,

(I � 1, 2, 3, J � 1, 2, 3),

(1)

where E is Young’s modulus of an element, ] is Poisson’s
ratio, A is the area of the element, U is the unit tensor,
expressed as U � Pα ⊗Pα � Pα ⊗Pα, andmIJ � mI · mJ, and
mI can be calculated from

mI
� mI

αPα �
1
2

LIJn
IJ

+ LIKn
IK

 , (2)

where Pα is the basic vector and Pα is the conjugate vector of
Pα; LIJ and LIK are the length of edges IJ and IK of the
element; and nIJ and nIK denote the external normal of
edges IJ and IK, respectively.

For the plane stress problem, it is necessary to replace
E/(1− ]2) by E and ]/(1− ]) by ] in equation (1).

3. Convex Polygon Aggregate

Concrete is an inhomogeneous composite material that the
macroperformance is strongly related to its mesocomposition.
Generally speaking, concrete was regarded as a three-phase
composite material consisting of coarse aggregates, cement
mortar, and the interface transition zones (ITZs) between ag-
gregates and cement mortar at mesolevel. As known, internal
structural characteristics will change causing the different
properties of concrete when applied loading. As the main
reason of this change, its internal material heterogeneity has
the influence on damage behavior of concrete. *erefore, the
aggregate shapes should be noted to ensure that the char-
acteristic of mesostructure material is accurately represented.

*e aggregate type of concrete determines the shape of
aggregate particles, generally speaking, including two types;
gravel aggregates have a round shape, while crushed rock
aggregates has an angular shape [18, 19]. A convex polygon

aggregate model was created in this paper to simulate real
aggregates. *e concrete material containing convex ag-
gregate is considered to have three-phase media, as shown in
Figure 2. Compared with the work of [39], the effect of
aggregate type is explored.

3.1. Polygon-Based Framework. *e method is to generate
particles with a randomly shaped polygon-based frame-
work which is divided into triangles, quadrilaterals, and
pentagons according to the classification of aggregate size
on the boundary of the round coarse aggregates at first. *e
adjacent vertexes of the polygon-based framework are
controlled by the following equation:

Lmin � 2R · sin
π

2(n− 1)
 , (3)

where Lmin is the minimum distance between adjacent
vertexes of the base frame. R is the radius of the aggregate. n

is the number of vertexes in the polygon-based framework.
*e area of the newly generated convex aggregate must reach
the original aggregate area. *e new convex polygon ag-
gregate is illustrated in Figure 3.

3.2. Convex Polygon Generation. In Figure 4, the vertices
of any convex polygon can be ordered in counterclockwise
as A1, A2, A3, . . . , Ai, Ai+1, . . . , An; correspondingly, the
coordinates are (x1, y1), (x2, y2), (x3, y3), . . . , (xi, yi),

(xi+1, yi+1), . . . , (xn, yn). A new vertex in the outer semi-
circle is inserted so that the diameter is the longer side of the
polygon. In order to improve the generation efficiency of the
convex polygons, the slope of the longest side and the angle β
of the X-axis should be first calculated, as shown in Figure 4.
*erefore, the coordinates of the new insertion point P can
be evaluated by equation (4) [18] in the following forms:

xp �
1
2

xi + xi+1(  +
1
2

Ai + Ai+1R1cos 2πR2( ,

yp �
1
2

yi + yi+1(  +
1
2

Ai + Ai+1R1cos 2πR2( ,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

where R1 andR2 are, respectively, the random numbers from
0 to 1. Herein, the new insertion point P cannot exceed the
scope of the specimen, namely, xp and yp that ranges be-
tween 0 to b and 0 to h, where b and h are the width and
height of the specimen, respectively.

After the new vertex of the polygon is obtained, it is
necessary to determine whether the two new edges, PAi

I

J

K
uJ

uI

uK

Figure 1: A triangular element.
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and PAi+1, formed by the new point and the longest side,
are longer than the minimum limit length lmin, which is
designed to ensure not to affect the division precision of the
element, as expressed in the following equation:

lmin � 0.2R · sin
π

2(n− 1)
 . (5)

Also, taking the efficiency of the extension into con-
sideration, the growth of the newly formed polygon should
be greater than the minimum Smin, as in the following form:

Smin � 0.3 SA − SB( , (6)

where SA and SB are the area of polygons before and after the
new point is inserted, respectively.

Furthermore, the question is whether polygons can be
achieved the requirement of convex polygons. According to
the work in [40], the area criterion has been widely used to
discriminate the convexity of polygon.

P (two conditions of the positions in point P are shown
in Figures 5(a) and 5(b)) is a point in the plane, and its
coordinate is (x, y). Besides, the area Si of the triangle
PAiAi+1 can be calculated easily by the following equation:

Si �
1
2

x y 1

xi yi 1

xi+1 yi+1 1





. (7)

It is to be noted that when point P is inside the polygon,
Si > 0 (i � 1, 2, . . . , n); when point P is on the polygon
boundary, at least Si � 0 (i � 1, 2, . . . , n); when point P is
outside the polygon, at least Si < 0 (i � 1, 2, . . . , n). Besides,
the internal area of the polygon A1A2A3 · · · Ai · · · An is Ω. In
a word, the definition of point P is the inner point of the
convex polygon that satisfies the following equations:

P ∈ Ω, Si > 0, (8)

P ∈ Γ, at least Si � 0, (9)

P ∉ Ω, at least Si < 0. (10)

For these three concisions, the area of polygon S should
be the sum of area of every new formed polygon; that is,

S � S1 + S2 + S3 + · · · + Si−1 + Si + Si+1 + Si+2 + · · · + Sn.

(11)

As mentioned above, point P is a newly inserted vertex
on the outside of the edge AiAi+1, which formed two tri-
angles PAi−1Ai and PAi+1Ai+2 with adjacent sides Ai−1Ai and
Ai+1Ai+2, respectively, shown in Figure 6. According to the
area criterion when both the areas of the two triangles
mentioned in equation (7) are positive, the newly formed is
the convex polygon.

In addition, to prevent the occurrence of the aggregates
invasion in Figure 7, the insertion point P should be
checked. For the two cases of with different aggregate in-
vasion, the point P can be inserted according to equations (7)
and (10). *e similar work was done in [18].

When the new insertion point meets all the above cri-
teria, the insertion point is confirmed. And the extension
ends until the area of generated polygonal is larger than the
corresponding circle. Figure 8 presents the flowchart for the
extension of the polygon-based framework.

4. Simulation Procedure

It has been known that the random aggregate model can
simulate the internal structure of concrete. *e heteroge-
neity of mesostructure will affect the mechanical properties
of the material. To simulate more accurately, the random
aggregate model was thus adopted. Besides, concrete is
treated as a three-phase composite material consisting of
aggregates, cement mortar, and the interfacial transition
zones (ITZs) between the former two phases in the present
model.

4.1. Mesoscale Model of Concrete. According to the experi-
mental work, the particle size of fine aggregates is less than
5mmwhich is uniformly distributed in the mortar matrix as
part of the mortar phase. Namely, the mortar matrix is
viewed as the homogenous phase in mesoscopic structure
simplified for the purpose of convenience.

A typical “take-and-place” method was used to ensure
that the coarse aggregates are placed randomly in the
concrete specimen, which is similar with the work in [43].
Also, the coarse aggregates with large size assumed to be
circle are divided into four levels ranging from 5mm to
20mm. Based on Fuller’s grading curve, a simplified formula
derived by Walraven J. C. is applied to calculate the amount
of aggregate particles with different sizes in the two-di-
mensional plane. Moreover, as mentioned above, the circle
aggregates are converted into convex aggregates. It should be
noted that the take process and place process are conducted
at the same time. Hence, newly generated aggregates are
placed immediately one by one into the concrete specimen
assuring that there is no overlapping with aggregates placed
before and other components [18].

*e divided regular triangular finite element mesh is
projected directly onto the random aggregate model of
concrete, as shown in Figure 9. It is found that dividing the
size of the mesh element less than 1/4 of minimum aggregate

Figure 2: Convex aggregate concrete mesostructure.
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particle size would make the macroscopic mechanical
properties of concrete more stable [44]. Accordingly, choose
the mesh size of 1mm considering that the particle size of
the minimum aggregate is 5mm in this model.

*e element type is determined by the position of the
element node, and the processes are as follows. When all the
nodes of an element are in the area of coarse aggregate, it
attributes to coarse aggregate. When all the nodes of an ele-
ment are in the zone of cement mortar, it belongs to cement
mortar. When some nodes of an element fall on the aggregate
and some of the nodes are in the cement mortar, the element is
judged as ITZ. At mesostructure, as depicted in Figure 9, blue,
gray, and green regions denote aggregate, cement mortar, and
ITZ, respectively. *en, according to the various types of

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3: Convex polygon aggregate generation pattern.
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Figure 5: Convex polygon. (a) Point P on the polygon; (b) point P
outside the polygon.
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Figure 4: Generation of new vertices.
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elements, the corresponding elements mechanical attributes
are assigned.

To discover and analyze the fracture process and failure
mechanism of concrete material subject to uniaxial com-
pression, the load test with a square sample sized by
150mm× 150mm as shown in Figure 9 was simulated. In
the test, the center at the bottom of the specimen overlaps
with the center of the pressure plate with the testing ma-
chine, and the load is applied uniformly, as illustrated in
Figure 10. Using the two-dimensional computationmodel of
Figure 9 for simplicity and computational efficiency, the
bottom surface boundary is fixed in the y-axis and the in-
termediate point is constrained in the x and y directions to
prevent movements of the rigid body; besides the left, right,
and top edges of the model are free in all directions. Ad-
ditionally, in this study, without taking the end friction of the
experimental device into account, displacements are applied
to the stage loading as the step of 0.0045mm/s in the y
direction at the top boundary of the model. Furthermore, in
the present calculation model, the maximum principal stress
criterion is adopted.

4.2. Damage Constitutive. Because of the inhomogeneity of
concrete internal structure, after subjected to the static loads,
the damage and fracture processes within concrete are more
complicated. With the characteristics of quasi-brittleness,
the nonlinear behavior of concrete stress-strain full curve in
the macroscopic structure is caused by the existence and
development of microdefects, which is named as damage
evolution in the mesoscale. It was found that the elastic
damage mechanics model can effectively describe the me-
chanical properties of concrete composite [23–25]. Hence,
mechanical properties of each component in concrete are
assumed to be elastic damage in the present model. *e

P

Ai

Ai–1

Ai+1

Ai+2

Figure 6: Convexity discrimination.

P

(a)

P

(b)

Figure 7: Aggregate invasion case. (a) Point P on the aggregate.
(b) Point P outside the aggregate.
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Figure 8: Convex extended subroutine flowchart.
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phenomenon of stiffness degeneration is the macroscopic
performance for the reason of nonlinear behavior of con-
crete. To predict the deformation and destruction of con-
crete structures, the damage factor is proposed to describe
the state of material damage and mechanical effects.

For the constitutive relation behavior, aggregates, ce-
ment mortar, and ITZs are treated as isotropic material,
while the material parameters are assigned to corresponding
elements. In Figure 11, the softening behavior occurred until
the peak strain corresponding to the compression strength is
reached. *e elastic damage constitutive relation of concrete

can be easily obtained, according to Lemaitre strain
equivalence principle [45], assuming that the deformation
state of any damaged material can be expressed through the
constitutive equation of the original nondestructive material
depicted in Figure 12.

*erefore, the stress-strain relationship and effective
elastic modulus of damage material can be written as

σ � Eε,

E � E0(1−d),
(12)

where σ and ε mean stress and strain of material, re-
spectively, and E0 and E are the elastic moduli of non-
destructive and damaged material, respectively. *e damage
factor d is a constant, ranging from 0 to 1, according to the
elastic damage constitutive model shown in Figure 11,
compressive damage factor dc and tensile damage factor dt
can be determined by equations (13) and (14), respectively. It
can be noted from equations (13) and (14) that d is at the
nondestructive state at 0 and d is completely destroyed at 1.

For compressive damage, a multistage linear damage
constitutive model was proposed as follows:

dc �

0, 0< εc < εc0,

1−
1− λ εcr/εc( ( (α− λ)

α(1− λ)
, εc0 ≤ εc < εcm,

1−
λ βc − 1( εc0
α ηc − 1( εc

+
λ βc − ηc( εcr
α ηc − 1( εc

, εcm ≤ εc < εcr,

1−
λβcεcr
αεc

, εcr ≤ εc < εcu,

1, εcu ≤ εc,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

where εcm, εc0, εcr, and εcu are yield compressive strain, peak
compressive strain, residual compressive strain, and ulti-
mate compressive strain, respectively, corresponding to

Loading

Constraint

15
0m

m

Natural aggregate

ITZ

Mortar matrix

Figure 9: Simplified random aggregate loading model.

Uniaxial compression

Uniaxial compression

Figure 10: Compressive loading model.
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εcu εcr εc0 εcm
εtuεtrεt0

σt0

σtr

σcr

σcm

σc0

Tension
Compression

Figure 11: Nonlinear constitutive model for concrete.
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εcm � λεc0, εcr � ηcεc0, and εcu � ξcεc0. And yield compressive
strain coefficient λ, residual compressive strain coefficient ηc,
and ultimate compressive strain coefficient ξc of aggregates,
cement mortar, and ITZs are listed in Table 1. Furthermore,
in the value of the yield compressive stress coefficient
α(α � σcm/σc0), residual and ultimate compressive stress
coefficient βc(βc � σcr/σcu) depends on the different com-
ponents as listed in Table 1.

For tensile damage,

dt �

0, εt ≤ εt0,

1−
ηt − βt
ηt − 1

εt0
εt

+
1− βt
ηt − 1

, εt0 ≤ εt < εtr,

1 +
βt

ηt − ξt
1 + ξt

εt0
εt

 , εtr ≤ εt < εtu,

1 εtu ≤ εt,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(14)

where εt0, εtr, and εtu mean peak tensile strain, residual tensile
strain, and ultimate tensile strain, respectively. *e residual
tensile strain coefficient is ηt (ηt � εtr/εt0) and ultimate tensile
strain coefficient is δt (δt � εtu/εt0) which are summarized in
Table 1. In addition, the relation between peak tensile stress σtr
and residual tensile stress σt0 can be expressed as σtr � βtσt0,
where residual tensile stress coefficient βt values vary with
different components for concrete. Besides, ultimate tensile
stress σtu is selected as zero herein the study.

Figure 11 plots the elastic damage constitutive rela-
tionship for mesoscopic composition of concrete. It can be
noticed that the material properties (i.e., aggregates, cement
mortar, and ITZs) are supposed to be linear until the peak
stress is reached. Furthermore, the damage and deforma-
tion of the concrete material increase continuously with
the increase of loading, while its stiffness, i.e., the elastic
modulus decreased continuously, indicating the develop-
ment of the softening phase. When the deformation reaches
the residual strain, the concrete material is considered to be
completely destroyed with stable bearing capacity.

4.3. Material Parameters and Weibull Distribution Model.
For the three-phase medium, including aggregates, cement
mortar, and ITZs, the parameters used initially in meso-
scopic analysis models are summarized in Table 1, refer

[40, 46–49]. It should be noted that the compressive strength
and tensile strength of three media within concrete are
available in Table 1.

As it is known that concrete is a material with ran-
domness and discreteness, mechanical properties of its in-
ternal structure correspond to a certain distribution in
statistical sense that can be handled with the probability
method. In the past, numerous experimental researches
[50–52] have indicated that the mechanical parameters of
concrete obey the Weibull distribution, including elastic
modulus and strength. According to the principle of the
Weibull distribution, several attempts [53, 54] have been
devoted to the study of fracture behavior for concrete.
*erefore, in order to describe the heterogeneity of concrete
materials more reasonably, the numerical simulation of this
paper not only considers the random distribution of each
phase material but also introduces the method of probability
statistics. *e mechanical properties of each microelement
are assumed to satisfy the Weibull distribution function,
considering the heterogeneity of constituent materials
within concrete, and it can be defined as

f(u) �
m

u0

u

u0
 

m−1

exp −
u

u0
 

m

 , (15)

where u is the variable that satisfies this distribution and m

means the uniformity of the material that determines the
shape of the Weibull distribution density function. As listed
in Table 1, the uniformity for three phases (i.e., aggregates,

Effective
stress
σ0

l0 ε0

(a)

Nominal
stress
σ

l1 ε1

Damage
element

(b)

Figure 12: Lemaitre strain equivalence principle. (a) Before destruction. (b) After destruction.

Table 1: Material parameters of concrete mesostructure.

Materials Cement mortar Aggregate ITZ
Elastic modulus (GPa) 20 53 15
Poisson’s ratio 0.22 0.16 0.2
Tensile strength (MPa) 2.7 7 2.35
Compressive strength (MPa) 27 70 23.5
α 0.85 0.9 0.65
βc 0.35 0.35 0.35
λ 0.25 0.8 0.25
ηc 8 10 6
ξ 20 20 20
βt 0.3 0.3 0.3
ηt 5 6 4
ξt 20 20 20
m 6 15 3
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cement mortar, and ITZs) of concrete was selected as 15, 6,
and 3, respectively. *e change can be found in Figure 13
that the intensity of elements tends to be uniform as the
value of m increases. Besides, the parameter u0 is related to
the average value of the variable u.

5. Simulation Results and Analyses

*e base force element method was extended on the pre-
vious work of [39] to model the damage process of the
convex aggregate concrete by using the programming lan-
guage FORTRAN in the numerical simulations.

In this study, the focus is on the investigation of fracture
process and failure mechanism, and three specimens of
concrete are established for the size of 150mm× 150mm.
Figure 14 shows the comparison of the obtained experiment
data of [55] (refer the work of Jin et al.) and simulation
results. *e good agreement illustrates that the base force
element is able to apply to concrete modeling and has great
feasibility and accuracy.

5.1. Failure Pattern. When subjected to external static
loading, the crack position and failure pattern of concrete
vary with the change of stress level, leading to an alteration of
internal mechanical behavior for concrete [49]. Figure 15
demonstrates the whole fracture process from crack to
destruction of concrete specimens under uniaxial com-
pressive loading based on the present mesostructure
method. What is more, the stress contour plots of two-di-
mensional concrete specimens are shown in Figure 16. In
addition, the corresponding macroscopic failure relation-
ship curve between stress and strain of concrete material is
illustrated in Figure 14.

It can be seen from the stress contour plots in Figure 16
that the inhomogeneity of stress distribution, indicating the
difference of mechanical properties between units, leads to
the nonlinear behavior of concrete materials under external
stress. In Figure 15, black means mesoscopic elements that
achieve its compressive strength have entered the stage of
failure under compressive loading. During the loading
process, damage initially develops slowly with an elastic
response at the low loading level. For the reason that ag-
gregates are surrounded by mortar and ITZs, its strength
does not work; in other words, the maximum principal stress
in mortar is the largest (Figures 15 and 16). As the loading
increases, the behavior of deformation accumulation and
stress concentration causes the microcracks to appear at the
ITZs, which is the weakest area in concrete with many
microdefects. *e damage to the specimens is getting faster,
observing that the stress-strain curve shows a slightly convex
curve in Figure 14. *e damage is mainly in the area where
the aggregate is concentrated. When the loading reaches the
peak stress in Figure 14, the concrete specimen is almost
totally in the damage stage. As the new damage zones
constantly expand, destruction concentrates in the most
damaged regions, resulting several local cracks. However,
the cracks gradually extend into the mortar and go around
when the aggregate particles with relatively high strength is

encountered until the cracks penetrate a section of the
concrete specimen. Finally, more than one macroscopic
cracks are formed that is parallel to the loading direction,
causing the fracture damage of the concrete specimens and
losing the bearing capacity, similar to the failure conse-
quences of the test.

It can be observed from Figure 14 that initially the
concrete internal material is stable, in which the whole
specimen is mainly under elastic deformation state, and the
stress-strain curve shows the characteristics of linear elasticity.
Following this, the existence of microcracks reduced the ef-
fective sectional area of concrete; as a result, the stress con-
tinues to increase as strain increasing, while the elastic
modulus decreases. After the stress peak strength, the con-
crete material enters the softening stage and the stress
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Figure 13: Probability density function for different degrees of
homogeneity.
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Figure 14: Comparison of macro-stress-strain curve between the
numerical simulation and experimental result of Dilger et al. [55].
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decreases with the increase of strain, presenting a nonlinear
performance.

5.2. Effect of Aggregates Distribution. *e difference in ag-
gregate distribution will change the internal stress field
under external loading. A group of the random aggregate
model with three different aggregate distributions is
established in the simulation as presented in Figure 17.

It can be observed that concrete with different aggregate
distributions has distinct fracture paths in Figure 18.
However, the corresponding stress-strain curve segment
geometry overlaps in Figure 19, indicating that different
aggregate distribution has little effect on the elastic modulus
and strength of concrete in mesoscale. After the peak stress,
the descending segments are significantly different mainly
due to the damage process as shown in Figure 19.

5.3. Size Effect. *e strength of concrete is measured by a
cube specimen. As the size effect is widely recognized in the
earlier efforts, it has practical significance to reveal the dif-
ferent size of concrete. A group of square concrete samples
with the size of 100mm× 100mm, 150mm× 150mm, and
300mm× 300mm has been simulated in this study as showed
in Figure 20.

Figure 21 shows the fracture damage of concrete spec-
imens with different sizes, it can be found that the specimen

size has slight effect on the failure pattern and fracture
appears as tensile failure along the vertical direction.

Compared with the stress-strain curve presented in
Figure 22 to study the influence of specimen size on strength,
it can be noted that compressive peak strength of concrete
decreases with the increase in the specimen size. Furthermore,
the softening curve of the posterior peak segment is obviously
different for varying sizes. *e residual strength and ultimate
strain decrease with the increase in the specimen size, in-
dicating the brittleness of concrete specimen increases. *is
is because of the characteristics of nonhomogeneity in in-
ternal structure of concrete, including microcracks and
microdefects. As the size of concrete specimen increases, the
probability of defects increases and the dispersion of material
performance increases. Concrete material is regarded with the
characteristic of quasi-brittleness, and the damage is mainly
caused by localization defects, which make the compressive
strength reduction in the larger concrete specimen. And the
results are consistent with the observation in [56].

5.4. Effect ofCoarseAggregateContent. As known, there is an
optimum amount of coarse aggregate in concrete. In
practical engineering, increasing the volume fraction of
coarse aggregate can save the cost of concrete materials.
Moreover, since the coarse aggregate has a higher strength
than the other two mediums (i.e., cement mortar and ITZs),

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 15: Failure process of concrete under uniaxial compression.
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the strength of the concrete specimen increases with the
increase of coarse aggregate volume fraction. However, too
much coarse aggregate will reduce its adhesion to cement
mortar, and correspondingly, the concrete integrity will
deteriorate. To discover the effect of coarse aggregate content

on the mechanical properties of concrete materials, the
samples of concrete with seven different kinds of coarse
aggregate content are employed. *e volume fraction of
coarse aggregate contains 25.61%, 27.92%, 30.27%, 32.60%,
34.93%, 37.25%, and 40.00% in the computations.

–0.2 –0.1 0 0.1 0.2

(a)

–10 –5 0 5 10

(b)

–5 0 5 10

(c)

–5 0 5 10

(d)

–4 –2 0 2 4 6 8

(e)

Figure 16: Failure process of the maximum principal stress contour plots under uniaxial compression.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 17: Random aggregate model of concrete with different aggregate distributions. (a) Specimen 1. (b) Specimen 2. (c) Specimen 3.
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Figure 23 plots the corresponding macroscopic com-
pressive stress-strain curve for concrete specimens with
different coarse aggregate volume fractions. It can be seen
from Figures 23 and 24 that the elastic modulus of the
initial elastic stage increases as the volume of coarse ag-
gregate increases, indicating the stiffness of the concrete
material increases. While with the increase of coarse ag-
gregate content, the yield state is shorter and the peak strain
decreases correspondingly. What is more, the peak stress is
obviously improved, with the increasing coarse aggregate
content; that is to say, the compressive strength of concrete
specimen is improved. After the peak point, the bigger the
volume content of coarse aggregate is, the faster the curve
decreases, and the effect of softening will be obvious. Also
one can know that the damage ductility of concrete
specimen is better. To sum up, the impact of coarse ag-
gregate content on mechanical properties of concrete
specimens cannot be ignored.

5.5. Effect of End Friction. *e constraint type has a great
impact on the macroperformance of concrete which is
determined by the boundary conditions of specimens.*is is
because that the change of end friction will take place for
different boundary constraints.*erefore, to explore the end
effect, two types of boundary conditions are utilized in the
numerical simulation. As a comparison of the presented
boundary condition, the bottom boundary of the concrete
specimen is completely fixed in all the directions (i.e., x, y,
and xy directions).

Figures 25 and 15, respectively, plot the damage pattern of
nonfriction and friction (i.e., coefficient of friction μ � 1 and
μ � 0) at the end of the concrete specimen. From the com-
parison of Figure 15, it can be noted that the end friction has a
significant impact on the failure pattern of concrete material in
uniaxial compression. In Figure 15, when μ � 0, the crack first
appears at the position of the loading end of the specimen.
With the increase of loading, the cracks extend along the
oblique direction from four corners at the end of the concrete
specimen.*ewidth of cracks after peak stress is wider, and the
damage becomes more serious. Finally, the specimens lost its
stability to be destroyed. *is phenomenon is because that the
friction at the end limits the transverse deformation of the two
edges of the specimen while end limit is reduced in the middle
of the specimen. A few oblique cracks are formed that is caused
by maximum tensile stress. In one word, when the end friction
exists, the concrete specimen is broken in the form of shear,
and oblique cracks transfer from quadrangle to center,
eventually resulting in a conical shape. As shown in Figure 25,
for μ � 1, it is mainly expressed as compressive failure forming
the vertical cracks through the upper and lower surfaces in
which the damage characteristic is obviously distinct from the
boundary condition for end friction (i.e., μ � 0).

*e uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves for two
types of end constraints are shown in Figure 26. One can find
that for specimens of the same shape, the rising segment of
the curve is almost identical. However, the softening slope
after the peak of the stress-strain curve is steeper without
considering the end friction. Also, it is found that the peak
stress increases as the end friction increases. Generally

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 18: Uniaxial compressive damage process of concrete with different aggregate distributions. (a) Specimen 1. (b) Specimen 2.
(c) Specimen 3.
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Figure 19: Macrocompressive stress-strain curve of concrete with
different aggregate distributions.
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speaking, end friction can effectively enhance the load-
bearing capacity and improve the ductility capacity of
concrete specimens.

6. Conclusions

*e base force element method, a mesoscopic analysis
method, is adopted for investigating the damage process and
failure pattern of concrete subjected to uniaxial compression
loading, taking the heterogeneity of its internal composition
into account. In mesostructure, concrete is assumed to be a
three-phase composite material including aggregate parti-
cles, cement mortar, and ITZs.

Based on the area criterion method, the aggregates within
concrete are considered as convex polygon and a random
aggregate model is established. Considering the nonlinear
behavior of concrete after stress, an elastic damage consti-
tutive relationship is employed in the model to describe the

material parameters since the concrete material has the
characteristics of heterogeneity and each medium owns its
independent mechanical properties obeying the Weibull
probability distribution. In comparison with the obtained test
data, the feasibility of the numerical simulation method is
confirmed. What is more, the detailed failure mechanism of
concrete under uniaxial compression loading is analyzed. In
addition, the influence of aggregates distribution, mesh
sensitivity, prism specimen size, and end friction on strength
and damage process is investigated. Some conclusions of this
simulation results are obtained as follows:

(1) *e numerical simulation results are in good
agreement with the obtained experimental data
which indicates the feasibility and accuracy of base
force element method to model concrete in uniaxial
compression.

(2) It is found that the multistage linear damage con-
stitutive model proposed in this paper can better

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 20: Random aggregate model of concrete for different sizes. (a) 100mm. (b) 150mm. (c) 300mm.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 21: Failure patterns of concrete for different size models. (a) 100mm. (b) 150mm. (c) 300mm.
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Figure 23: Macrocompressive stress-strain curve of the concrete specimen with different coarse aggregate contents.
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Figure 22: Macrocompressive stress-strain curve of concrete for different size models.
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simulate the experiment than the linear elastic
damage constitutive model.

(3) Numerical examples show that the convex polyg-
onal aggregate can simulate the mesostructure of
concrete well.

(4) *e microcracks occur in the weakest zones as ITZs
and then go around the aggregate and extend along
the cement mortar forming several vertical cracks.
Moreover, the failure pattern can be described as
four stages, involving appearance of microcracks,
propagation of cracks, the increasing of cracks, and
fracture damage.

(5) Aggregate distribution form only has an effect on
the generation of crack location and failure path;
however, it does not affect the macroscopic elastic
modulus and strength of concrete material.

(6) Size effect had significant effect on the macroscopic
mechanical properties of the concrete material be-
cause the concrete material has the characteristics
of the mesoscopic heterogeneity that larger size
specimens have more internal defects after stress.
*erefore, with the increase of the size of the con-
crete specimen, the uniaxial compressive strength
decreases, while the brittleness of the concrete
specimen becomes stronger after the damage.

(7) *e uniaxial compressive strength of concrete
specimens increased significantly with the increase of
coarse aggregate content, but the brittleness of the
softening segment is stronger.*erefore, it is of great
practical significance to choose the content of coarse
aggregate reasonably.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 25: Failure patterns of concrete under different end friction constraints.
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Figure 26: Comparison of the macroscopic stress-strain curve of
concrete under different end friction constraints.
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(8) *e end friction can constrain the transverse de-
formation of the concrete specimen, which decreases
with the increase of the distance from the end
boundary. *e end friction constraint causes the
change of failure pattern for the concrete. Addi-
tionally, the existence of this effect can obviously
improve the ductility capacity and uniaxial com-
pression strength of the concrete square specimen.
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